Dear Mr Vice President:

I am concerned about the sanity of the president. This week he spent railing to the world about hurricane path prediction and Alabama, deviating from his frequent railing about climate prediction and hard on the heels of railing about buying Greenland mixed in with petty attacks on the actress Ms Messing and vicious threats against immigrants. This is a new level of oval office instability leaving me worried about the future. The job not only allows him to muck up much of the world’s trade and torment millions of American immigrants but also to start wars and launch a startling array of nuclear missiles. There remains hope that the impeachment or emoluments clauses will finally prove effective but it would be best for the country if you were to help invoke the twentyfifth amendment or persuade him to step aside without these theatrics.

*Please assure me that you will remove the president.*

I am very proud to be a US resident and a large part of that derives from our stable government.

Sincerely,

Eric Babson